1. Moleskin - Dr. Scholl's Moleskin Plus is soft, cotton flannel padding that protects feet
from painful shoe friction.
What to look for: pack of Dr. Scholl's brand moleskin (3 sheets/strips per pack)

Correct

Wrong Quantity

Wrong Brand

Wrong Type

Available at Walgreen's, CVS, Rite-Aid,Wal-Mart,Target or other drug stores
2. Top Stick - A clear, double-sided, medical adhesive tape in strips, used to hold
hairpieces to the scalp.
What to look for: pack of 50 1"x3" Top Stick double-sided tape

Correct

Wrong Size

Wrong Length

Available at Sally's Beauty Supply
3. Transpore - A latex-free, hypoallergenic, transparent and perforated plastic tape that
offers strong adhesion.
What to look for: either single or double rolls in the First Aid section
Single roll

Double rolls

Available at Walgreen's, CVS, Rite-Aid,Wal-Mart,Target or other drug stores

4. Joe's Sticky Stuff - An aggressive pressure-sensitive adhesive tape
Available in various sizes and lengths from Film Tools,
Location Sound Corp., Trew Audio, and other
expendable-servicing companies.

5. Ultralife Lithium-Ion 9V Batteries
What to look for: There are two different models; one in a cardboard retail
packaging and one in bulk, individually wrapped foil bags. The 9Vs in the cardboard
container have a silver bottom and are physically too large to fit in some of our
equipment. They must have the plastic bottoms and come from the foil bags.

Correct
U9VL-JP

Wrong Size

Silver Bottom
U9VL-BP

NOTE: All Energizer Lithium-Ion 9V batteries are also acceptable.

6. Energizer
Lithium-Ion
AA Ultimate Lithium Batteries
What to look for: There are several types of lithium AAs from Energizer. The key
word to look for is Ultimate Lithium. It is also most efficient to get them bulk in a
small white box of 20. This way we don't have to open up a box every 4 batteries.
Battery Hut: ALKAL L91VP
Manufacturer Part #: L91, L91BP, or L91VP
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